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The rapid increase of group events in our country puts forward a very
extraordinary request to the organization and management of the army disposal of
group events. Therefore, it is of practical significance to construct an intelligent
efficient patrol management system.
This thesis presents a design on duty point and geographic information
management system in duty management. Using two technical frameworks, C/S and
B/S, combined with integrated Skyline technology, database technology, web
technology, GIS technology, web service technology, 3D visualization technology
and system integration technology. By combining control flow and data flow across
the organization, it achieves the objectives and tasks in a disposal command, linkage,
assistant decision-making and management function. Through the main three-
dimensional geographic information system constructing digital duty simulation
environment, it realizes the flexible management of user, role, duty and map model, in
accordance with the demand of data processing, analysis, data storage and query. The
system also implements the operational control superior to the subordinate duty room,
duty site and front-line duty sentry. It improves the affordability of the privilege
management, the reasonability of management duty allocation; and the speed of data
uploading and downloading. Especially the browsing functions of spatial analysis and
3D map, and provide specialized support for advanced and powerful terrain tactical
classification, azimuth judgment, and topographic survey.
In this thesis, the development of this system combines with the actual needs of
the institutions, enterprises and companies on duty to make detailed needs analysis. It
uses software-programming technology according to the database environment that is
special. The design has the feasibility of intelligent software. At present, the system
has been tested on the line in the squadron detachment. It turns out to be running well.















is achieved. This system improves the flexible control of the lower superior visual
tasks and duty situation. It effectively improves the efficiency of management.
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WFS、WMS是 Open GIS 的执行规范。WMS将不同资料转换成一般浏览
器可显示的影像资料，叠加显示不同种类的 GIS图形。WFS是一种介面，可以
对 GIS向量图形资料上传下载。图 2-1为WFS规范示意图。
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